
Scientific Publishing



What are the steps involved in publishing a 
paper in a scientific journal?



The Scientific Publishing Process

• Select the most appropriate journal
• Determine formatting and material required for submission
• After submission, paper is assigned to an associate editor, who 

select 2-4 reviewers
• Then you wait………………..
• After reviews are returned, associate editor issues a decision: 

Accept, Revise, or Reject
• Revise is most common: Make revisions and submit a letter 

documenting how the changes made address the comments of the 
reviewers

• Hopefully your paper is then accepted!



How to Think About Peer Review



Nature of Peer Review

• Reviews of your manuscripts can often be harsh, and are often 
difficult to read even when written thoughtfully

• Comments fall into 3 categories:
– Valid: Learn from these, fix before resubmitting
– Wrong, but useful: Reviewer misunderstood part of document; you 

must explain better
– A**hole/”Reviewer #2”: Review comment with no basis in reality; 

find way to address without being dismissive or showing anger



Are all articles accessible?



What do you know about different 
limitations on access?



Transition to Open Access Publishing

• We are currently living through the transition to Open Access 
publishing

• Subscription model dates to before the internet, when papers 
were published in print journals, obtained in hard copy format

• Transition to online publishing changed subscription model to 
a paywall

• Open access (OA) is online with no paywall



Why is money involved in publishing scientific 
results?

• Publishing has costs:
– Online system for reviewing manuscript
– Online system for displaying and searching articles
– Legal matters (some debatable)
– Staff costs
– Use of revenue as profits or society support



Open Access Publishing

• OA models cover costs in different ways
– Gold OA: Author (or their institution) pays an Article Processing Fee 

(APC) of $2000-$4000, article is then free to read by the world
– Green OA: Author deposits a copy of the article, sometimes without 

journal format, in a government repository, free to read by world
• Green OA often requires a 12-24 month embargo period

– Diamond OA (“Free OA”): Published article is free to read by world at 
no cost to author; Publishing costs paid in some other way, often 
covered by a scientific society or institution



Preprinting
• One way around paywalled articles is to create a preprint: A 

publicly-shared copy of your work, often around the time that you 
submit to a journal

• Check with journal about their view of preprinting before you 
submit

• The community-preferred preprint server in Earth Science is 
EarthArXiv (https://eartharxiv.org/)



Wait there is preprinting? Why bother publishing?

• Good question!
• Preprints are not peer-reviewed
• Peer review has many benefits:

– Identifies potential flaws or errors
– Ensures results are placed in context of existing literature: Science builds 

off prior findings
– Screens for data fabrication and falsification

• Peer review can also enable gate keeping or suppresses new ideas 
if not carefully guided

• Employers, journals, funding agencies expect that your work be 
published in a peer-reviewed journal



What do you know about publishing metrics 
or statistics? IF? h-index?



Journal Impact Factors

• IFs are numerical measures of the average number of citation 
per article in a journal
– Used as a proxy for the relative importance of the journal in a given 

field

• Calculated by ISI as follows (for 2020 IF):
– Determine number of articles in 2018 and 2019
– Determine how many times these were cited in 2020
– IF = # of citations/# of articles

See: https://jcr.clarivate.com/jcr/home



Example Impact Factors
Journal 2020 Impact Factors

Geology 5.339

Nature Geosciences 16.908

Earth and Planetary Sciences Letters 5.255

Geophysical Research Letters 4.720

Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta 5.010

Contributions to Mineralogy and Petrology 4.076

Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets 3.755

Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth 3.848

Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres 4.261

Annual Review of Earth and Planetary Sciences 12.810

ELEMENTS 3.671

Science 47.728

Nature 49.962

Earth Sciences History (?) 0.233



Criticisms of Impact Factors

• Provide no information on the quality of individual articles in 
the journal

• Not comparable among fields of different sizes
• Editors can skew by requiring citation of articles in manuscripts 

submitted to journal
• Institutional or national policies can lead to excessive, 

improper citation that boosts IFs



Individual Publishing Statistic

• Institutions and departments at times use publishing statistics to 
assess individual scientists:
– Number of papers published
– Papers per year
– Total number of citation
– Citations per year
– h-index
– i10-index

• There are positive and negative aspects of these statistics: Can you 
think of any?



Jeff Catalano: Ph.D. 2004, Professor since 2007





h-index: # of articles published that have been 
cited the same # of times



Goals for Publishing

• Publications are the currency of science
– To be pursue a research-focused career, you must publish! Finding a job, 

being promoted, and obtaining funding all depend on your ability to 
publish

– Sharing your results is your responsibility as a scientist
• Publishing goals:

– 3 or more Ph.D. thesis papers, ideally out within 1 year of graduation
– 1 first author paper per year as a postdoc
– 3 papers per 3-year grant
– ~3 papers per year for tenure at a research university
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